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There’s over 250 species of bee in the UK. You’ll probably be familiar with bumblebees and 
honeybees, but around 220 bee species are solitary bees which don’t live in colonies. Most 
solitary bee species construct nests in hollow stems or cavities, however, habitat 
destruction has led to a shortage of nest sites in the UK. Using this infopack, you’ll be giving 
solitary bees a helping hand by building artificial nest sites. 

1. The container. Cut the top off the bottle using a sharp knife. Cover the sharp ends of the 
container in tape, which will stop you cutting your hand during the following stages. 2. The 
twine. Cut a small hole in the end of the container. Thread the twine through the hole leaving 
enough length either side of your container in order to hang it up. 3. The canes. Cut your 
canes down to a length that is shorter than the length of the bottle. This makes sure they 
don’t stick out the end and get wet when it rains. Fill your container with canes, making sure 
their open ends are facing towards the entrance. Use sticks to pack between the tubes to 
make sure the whole lot stays inside the container. make sure the whole lot stays inside the container. 

Choose a sunny area, south-facing if you are in the Northern Hemisphere. Using the twine, 
hang the bee home about 30 – 100 cm above the ground, tying it to the branches of a tree, 
a fence post or another useful piece of scenery. Position the bee home so that the open 
end is angled slightly downwards. This will stop rain running into the tubes. The best time 
to put up your bee home is at the start of spring.

More about your bee home

 Howto make a bee home

You will need
•    A container - plastic 
bottle or yoghurt pot
• Bamboo canes
• Sticks
• Twine
• Duct tape
•  Craft knife•  Craft knife
• Junior hack saw

Making your bee home

Positioning your bee home
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